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Chapters 3 and 4 dealt with building human ca-

pabilities in Arab countries. This chapter and

the next take the analysis a stage further to con-

sider key areas for using human capabilities in

the service of human development and welfare.

This chapter focuses on utilizing capabilities in

two areas that have assumed increasingly criti-

cal importance in today’s knowledge-intensive

world: scientific research and technological de-

velopment (R&D) and information and com-

munication technology (ICT). It considers

Arab countries’ progress to date in both of

these areas to be relatively weak. With respect

to R&D, it discusses the limited nature of R&D

output and its use in Arab countries, noting

some of the problems these countries face (the

cost of technological development, combined

with the absence of strong social demand, a

large market or important societal actors inter-

ested in promoting such development, coupled

with weak links between the productive sector

and the education systems). It then puts for-

ward a series of proposals for building effective

R&D systems, based on a more conducive en-

vironment for their development, and an

agenda for priority action. Turning to ICT,

similar weaknesses are observed.  For example,

compared with other developing regions, the

Arab region comes last with respect to web

sites and Internet users, the two indices rele-

vant to the level of information development

and representative of society’s involvement in

ICT.  It notes a range of other problems and

proposes elements of an ICT strategy for over-

coming them and substantially enhancing both

quality and access.

STATUS OF  SCIENTIFIC

RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGICAL

DEVELOPMENT (R&D)

Effective systems for scientific research and

technological development (R&D) are both

products and drivers of education systems, es-

pecially higher education. The latter is the main

source of the knowledge workers who are em-

ployed by the former, while strong R&D can, in

turn, promote education/learning, especially

with respect to advanced knowledge in the

higher-education sector. As chapter 4 has

shown, Arab higher education is urgently in

need of upgrading, and its current shortcom-

ings are reflected in weaknesses in Arab R&D.

The status of R&D in the Arab world has been

characterized in a variety of ways (Zahlan, A.,

in Arabic, 1999). Among its most important

features are the following:

• In the Arab world, there is a strong correla-

tion between the crisis in the process of devel-

opment on the one hand and inappropriate

technology policies on the other.  A very large

investment in gross fixed-capital formation of

some $3,000 billion over the past 20 years has

had poor returns in per capita income despite

massive increases in the numbers of school and

university graduates. 

• Arab countries have some of the lowest lev-

els of research funding in the world, according

to the 1998 World Science Report of the

United Nations Educational, Scientific and

Cultural Organization (UNESCO).  R&D ex-

penditure as a percentage of GDP was a mere

0.4 for the Arab world in 1996, compared to

1.26 in 1995 for Cuba, 2.35 in 1994 for Israel

and 2.9 for Japan. 

• The establishment of national science and

technology (S&T) systems in Arab countries is

crucial for development and security.

However, countries have typically acquired
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technology via turnkey contracting and con-

tinued reliance on foreign consulting and con-

tracting firms, thus perpetuating technological

and economic dependency, limiting employ-

ment opportunities and raising the cost of

technology acquisition.

OUTPUT INDICATORS

Science and technology output is quantifiable

and measurable in terms of number of scien-

tific papers per unit of population. The aver-

age output of the Arab world per million

inhabitants is roughly 2 per cent of that of an

industrialized country.  While Arab scientific

output more than doubled from 11 papers per

million in 1985 to 26 papers per million in

1995, China’s output increased elevenfold

from one paper per million inhabitants in 1981

to 11 papers per million in 1995.  The

Republic of Korea increased its output from 6

to 144 papers per million inhabitants over the

same period. India’s output, by contrast,

barely changed over the period 1981-1995:  its

output increased from 17 publications per mil-

lion inhabitants in 1981 to 19 per million in

1995.

In 1981, China was producing half the out-

put of the Arab world; by 1987, its output had

equalled that of Arab countries; it now pro-

duces double their output.  In 1981, the

Republic of Korea was producing 10 per cent

of the output of the Arab world; in 1995, it al-

most equalled its output.  On a per capita

basis, the output of the Arab world is within

the range of the top R&D-producing group in

the developing world:  Brazil, China, and

India.

The quality of scientific capabilities is mea-

sured by the number of citations received,

based on the idea that the more often a scien-

tific paper is referred to, the higher its quality

and importance.  Table 5.1 shows the number

of papers cited per million inhabitants for se-

lected countries.  The Arab countries not men-

tioned in the table had no frequently cited

publications.  The right-hand column of the

table suggests that the Arab countries in-

cluded are within the range of other develop-

ing world countries but evidently lag far

behind industrialized countries.

MAKING USE OF OUTPUT:  CONNECTIVITY,
EXTERNAL LINKAGES, TECHNOLOGICAL

DEVELOPMENT

Connectivity, outsourcing, subcontracting

Benefiting from research and technological

output depends critically on a robust system of

national and international linkages among

practitioners. Brazil, China and the Republic

of Korea have established system linkages and

policies in order to benefit from their national

knowledge base.  They have adopted technol-

ogy policies that have enabled them to sustain

a high rate of growth combined with a high

rate of technology acquisition.  By contrast,

the connectivity of Arab scientists within the

Arab world is poor at the national and regional

levels.  The connectivity of individual Arab

scientists with international science is better

simply because international relations in sci-

ence provide the means for cooperation. 

As noted earlier, many of the significant

technology-rich industries in the Arab world

have been parachuted in as "black boxes" via

international consulting and engineering de-

velopment organizations (CEDOs).  However,

these installations are not linked to local or re-

gional CEDOs and R&D organizations.  Until

such connectivity is established, such installa-

tions cannot contribute to the scientific and

technological development of the Arab world. 

During the past 30 years, there has been a

massive transformation of industrial firms in

OECD countries; outsourcing and subcon-

tracting have contributed to breaking down

the vertically integrated firm.  Integration has

instead taken the form of joining a global web

That classical science is in essence

European whose origin can be traced to

Greek philosophy and science was pro-

moted by the Orientalist movement of the

eighteenth century, starting from a euro-

centric conception of the world and, con-

trary to the tradition in the history of

philosophy and science, maintained intact

during the last two centuries.

Although reasons have been ad-

vanced to justify the exclusion of "Eastern

science" from the chronology of the scien-

tific mind and these have been subject to

criticism in this century, particularly in the

last 20 years, the eurocentric conceptual-

ization is the strongest element of this ide-

ology.

Is time not ripe yet to abandon all an-

thropocentric characterizations of classi-

cal science as well as "miracles", be they

Greek or Arab, so that an objective history

of science can be written without resort to

false axioms that barely hide anthropocen-

tric motives?

BOX 5.1

Science as a Western phenomenon and the history of Arab science    
(abridged from the Arabic version)

Source:  R. Rached, The History of Arab Mathematics:  between Algebra and Arithmetic (in Arabic), Centre for

Arab Unity Studies, Beirut, April, 1989.
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of technological expertise; meanwhile, out-

sourcing has promoted the transfer of technol-

ogy to Asian and Latin American

subcontractors along with the transfer of em-

ployment from high-cost to low-cost coun-

tries. A number of Asian countries in

particular have successfully secured a consid-

erable share of subcontracting from major

transnational corporations.  This contributed

to the formation of the celebrated Asian Tigers

and others, such as Indonesia, Malaysia and

Thailand.  Few Arab countries have benefited

from the globalization of outsourcing.

Challenges for Arab countries

This unfortunate state of affairs reflects the ab-

sence of well-developed national science and

technology systems in Arab countries.

Without such systems, including the necessary

institutional and system infrastructure, domes-

tic performance and external economic rela-

tions stand to suffer considerably.  One reason

why inter-Arab trade is so low (by some esti-

mates as little as six per cent of Arab countries’

total trade) may be the lack of capabilities of

the science and technology system. However,

opportunities exist for remedying this situa-

tion. Because of the widespread availability of

knowledge, latecomer countries (including

Arab countries) have the opportunity to

leapfrog over earlier stages of research and

technological development; they do not need

to re-invent the wheel and repeat the mistakes

of early researchers. Catching up can involve

learning to adapt old technologies to the cur-

rent state of science, based on creative R&D,

imagination and ingenuity. Doing so would

help to redress the problem noted earlier of

poor returns on past investments in human re-

sources, R&D and gross fixed-capital forma-

tion—which is a function of poorly developed

connectivity and currently weak science and

technology systems.

Connectivity remains critical. Effective

R&D/S&T systems are complex, knowledge-

intensive webs of organizations and institu-

tions.  In fulfilling one of their key

functions—to produce, diffuse and convert

knowledge into useful and desired outputs—

the quality and efficiency of the connections

that link the various components of the system

are as critical as the components themselves.

The successful pursuit of activities in these

fields involves individual scientists, teams of

experts, national and regional institutions and

international organizations.  The nature of the

connections between the various components

varies from one field to another, but each suc-

cessful community displays a variety of link-

ages, which are mutually reinforcing and have

complementary roles. 

International and regional connectivities

Science and technology are global activities.

An enormous amount of international cooper-

ation is required to sustain them.

Globalization reached science and technology

long before it reached the political and eco-

nomic spheres.  Scientific cooperation is dic-

tated by the universal nature of science.

International cooperation between scientists

and technologists takes many forms. In the

case of Arab countries, there are strong practi-

cal incentives for R&D/S&T cooperation. For

example, as discussed in chapter 3, most of the

Arab world lies in an arid zone where water is

scarce; this gives countries a common interest

in issues relating to water use (including both

conservation and tapping unconventional re-

sources), water management, and water-effi-

cient agriculture. Likewise, several Arab

countries are oil and gas producers, which

provides common technological challenges

and opportunities for sharing experiences.

Arab countries also share a number of prob-

lems, e.g., in health and the application of

codes and standards.  Hitherto, however,

Arab countries have been unable to benefit

TABLE 5.1

Active research scientists, frequently cited articles and
frequently cited papers per million inhabitants, 1987
Country Research

Scientists
Articles with
40+ citations

Number of fre-
quently cited
papers per mil-
lion people

United States

Switzerland

Australia

Israel

Republic of Korea

India

China

Egypt

Saudi Arabia

Algeria

Kuwait

466,211

17,028

24,963

11,617

2,255

29,509

15,558

3,782

1,915

362

884

10,481

523

280

169

5

31

31

1

1

1

1

42.99

79.90

17.23

38.63

0.12

0.04

0.03

0.02

0.07

0.01

0.53
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from their commonalities because they lack in-

stitutional R&D/S&T connectivity, in ironic

contrast to the significant level of collabora-

tion between Arab scientists and their col-

leagues in non-Arab countries.

The dilemma of poor technological
development 

In spite of important achievements in specific

areas (e.g., aspects of extracting and process-

ing oil in Kuwait; water desalination in Saudi

Arabia; the design of sugar production lines in

Egypt; and some successes in military manu-

facturing in Egypt, Iraq and the Syrian Arab

Republic), technological development is re-

markably weak in the Arab countries (box

5.2).  A critical factor explaining this weakness

is that technological development is a costly

process, requiring a sufficiently extensive, dy-

namic productive base to create a strong social

demand for technological development as well

as a market large enough to justify its cost.

Lacking these prerequisites, Arab countries

have a dearth of important societal actors,

whether in government or the private sector,

who have a sufficiently strong interest in pro-

moting technological development. It is in-

structive to note that the exception to this rule

is in the military sector, where there was suffi-

cient demand from the state, especially in

Egypt and Iraq, and willingness to bear the

cost.  Unfortunately, however, these efforts

have not spread to civilian applications.

TOWARDA EFFECTIVE R&D

SYSTEMS

Building effective national R&D systems re-

quires broad-based attitudinal change, involv-

ing a clear policy commitment from national

authorities, wide public respect for science

and knowledge and a keen desire on the part

of society to keep up with scientific progress.

Organizationally, the development of success-

ful long-term R&D policies requires coopera-

tion between R&D institutions, universities,

and industry.  Components of the R&D con-

tinuum need to be fostered concurrently.

These components include educational sys-

tems; institutions dealing with basic, applied

and interdisciplinary research; information

services; funding institutions; professional so-

cieties; consulting firms; technical support sys-

tems; procurement services; and the public at

large. Such cooperation fosters critical syner-

gies and promotes the harmonization of com-

plementary approaches, theories, analyses and

applications. The evolving role of universities

is especially important in R&D strategies.

Theoretical research will certainly continue to

be their primary responsibility, but without

strong participation in applied research activi-

ties, they cannot truly contribute to the

progress of analytical methods or to the en-

richment of theories.

AN ENABLING ENVIRONMENT FOR R&D

Stimulating R&D requires a focused effort to

create an enabling social, academic, commer-

cial and regulatory environment to support re-

search and technological development.  The

key drivers of change in these four spheres are

discussed below.

Social environment

The attitude of society and individuals to-

wards creativity, innovation and change

deeply influences scientific progress.  This atti-

tude can be changed through policies that

modify the rules of the social game and pro-

vide incentives for embracing change and re-

form.  Among the most effective incentives for

changing attitudes is the provision of real op-

portunities for social recognition, reward and

advancement for those who work in the areas

Technological development is rather weak

in the Arab countries. This is evidenced by

the relative position of Arab countries on

the UNDP technology achievement index

(TAI)  (HDR, 2001), which referred to the

late 1990s.

The TAI could be calculated for only

five Arab countries:  Algeria, Egypt,

Sudan, Syrian Arab Republic and Tunisia,

another indication of the poverty of data

on knowledge acquisition in Arab coun-

tries. 

None of these were classified as

"leaders", a category that included coun-

tries such as Israel and the Republic of

Korea.  Sudan was classified as "marginal-

ized", while the other four Arab countries

were classified as "dynamic adopters", in

the same category as Brazil.

In spite of significant internal vari-

ability and compared to leaders in the

world, Arab countries in general clearly

lag behind in technology creation (mea-

sured by patents granted to residents) and

diffusion of recent innovations (measured

by the share of high- and medium-tech-

nology exports in total goods exports).

On the other hand, Arab countries fared

relatively better on diffusion of old inno-

vations (measured by telephone lines rela-

tive to population).

BOX 5.2

Level of technological achievement in Arab countries

Stimulating R&D
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effort to create an
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of knowledge and innovation. In many soci-

eties around the world, local and national

competitions, peer reviews, government

medals or other forms of recognition of merit,

well-publicized research grants and other sim-

ilar schemes help to elevate the successful sci-

entist’s stature, thereby providing incentives

for further research and holding up appropri-

ate models for younger generations of scien-

tists. The entrepreneurial spirit must also be

kindled in order to sustain R&D within soci-

ety.  However, it should be recognized that

many R&D activities are long-term in nature

and offer limited immediate rewards although

the returns on long-term endeavours should

be substantial.

The success of R&D policies also requires

a dramatic change in the attitude of scientists

and researchers towards their own productiv-

ity.  Universities, specialized research centres,

consulting firms and professional associations

need to focus more on performance, efficiency

and results. Higher efficiency can be achieved

through a better distribution of roles, choos-

ing research objectives that better match the

real-life challenges Arab countries are facing,

and stronger institutional and professional col-

laboration that optimizes the use of resources.

An R&D culture grows out of a social in-

frastructure of experimentation and entrepre-

neurship with solid recognition of

achievement and appropriate rewards.

Support for experimentation requires the al-

lotment of facilities, time and resources for

such activity in the research community and at

all levels of the education system.

Experimentation also depends on tolerance of

failure within a society.  This tolerance is a crit-

ical element of the R&D process.  Hence, an

Arab R&D culture must evolve that does not

frown on failure but rather encourages perse-

verance and dedication.

Academic environment

Experimentation. Arab scientists pioneered

the structured experimentation process (com-

monly known in Western culture as the scien-

tific method and represented by the concept

of algorithms, derived from the Arabic Al-

Khwarizmi).  Although this is a rudimentary,

well-understood process, modern Arab curric-

ula have devoted too little time and attention

to this central pillar of research and develop-

ment.  Additional academic attention needs to

be given to approaches to structured reason-

ing (deductive, inductive and statistical) that

provide the tools for formulating experiments

and analysing their results. 

Access to information.  Arab students have

long had to work with outdated materials and

scientific journals, reflecting inadequate uni-

versity and library funding for critical periodi-

cals. Academic institutions will need to do

much more to provide access to up-to-date

materials either through hardcopy library ac-

cess or through the vast, instantaneous knowl-

edge base afforded by the Internet.  In this

respect, digital communication has greatly al-

leviated the physical and monetary constraints

of most academic institutions in the region.

Global collaboration and external valida-

tion. Research is an activity conducted by a

global community without boundaries and the

scientific research process depends vitally

upon collaboration.  Indeed, the Internet itself

was initially developed by geographically dis-

tributed research institutions to enhance their

collaboration on joint research projects.  In

addition, external validation of local research

is critical for providing an objective measure

of accomplishment.  Exchange programmes,

external review boards, advisory councils and

joint research councils provide means for mea-

suring and validating achievements.  One par-

ticularly successful example of this process is

the Indian Ph.D. qualification process, which

stipulates the review of original doctoral work

by external academics who are in the forefront

of their respective academic fields.

In essence, the role of academic institu-

tions in furthering R&D efforts across the

countries of the Arab region should focus on:

(a) identifying core regional and global re-

search needs; (b) collecting and disseminating

global knowledge; (c) marshalling commercial

and government resources; and (d) developing

human resources for the next generation of

R&D leaders.

Commercial environment

Both long- and short-term incentives for indi-

vidual researchers are commercial drivers of

effective R&D.  Researchers need to be sup-

ported by a solid, guaranteed career path in

An R&D culture grows

out of a social

infrastructure of

experimentation and

entrepreneurship. 
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addition to substantial rewards for spectacular

breakthroughs.

The Arab world lags significantly in pri-

vate investment in R&D, reflecting the legacy

of a closed, controlled economic environment.

The pressures of increased global competitive-

ness brought about by WTO and enhanced

global communication necessitate increased

private-sector investment in R&D as a key

global differentiator and source of competi-

tiveness.  However, many Arab firms have lim-

ited resources and will need to pool them to

develop effective R&D programmes.  Arab

government and academic institutions can

usefully work with private companies to iden-

tify focus areas for investment by both the pri-

vate and public sectors, based on core needs,

competencies and existing experience.

Most R&D endeavours require long-term

efforts and resources.  These are difficult to

sustain in a commercial world ruled by profit

and loss.  Private-sector effort needs to be bol-

stered by regulatory support for R&D,

through favourable tax treatment and substan-

tial economic rewards for pioneering achieve-

ments—which should be protected by

intellectual property laws and supported by

capital markets.  This process will need to be

spurred further by the development of risk

capital through venture funds and other early-

stage financing for unproven products and

services.  The availability of such investment

resources is primarily dependent on effective

regulatory/tax incentives and increased so-

phistication in portfolio management by indi-

viduals and financial institutions.  Active

capital markets are related factors.

Finally, guilds, unions and other profes-

sional institutions have a critical role to play by

defining the agenda that matches human re-

sources with existing market needs.  These in-

stitutions will need to be increasingly engaged

in defining the future of their respective pro-

fessions, promoting specialization and collab-

oration and identifying appropriate research

agendas.  Furthermore, these institutions can

also serve as a mechanism for building cooper-

ative networks to support long-term initiatives

beyond the scope of individual commercial

entities.

Regulatory environment, legislation and
financing

Government regulations, national initiatives

and financial incentives can have a significant

impact on the development of R&D within the

region.  In particular, weak national legislation

on intellectual property rights can lead private

firms to refrain from investing in the produc-

tion of knowledge at the national level, with

spill-over effects at the regional and world lev-

els.  Regulatory frameworks that protect intel-

lectual property help to promote both the

expansion of research-based knowledge and

the economic growth that will help to fuel fur-

ther R&D expenditures.  This suggests the

need for a serious review of existing legislation

on intellectual property rights. 

Significant attention has been devoted to

the concept of intellectual property and prop-

erty rights. Although protection of these rights

may have a short-term detrimental impact on

certain regional economies, they are critical to

the development of the individual and com-

mercial incentive structure that drives innova-

tion in R&D.  While a limited number of

scientists and academics are motivated purely

by the intellectual rewards of investigations

and theories, many more are motivated by po-

tential economic and social recognition for

their achievements.  Protection of intellectual

property constitutes a significant driving force

of R&D by providing a legal framework for in-

dividual recognition and for obtaining sub-

stantial returns from inventions that impact a

large product set or have significant applica-

bility across a range of platforms.

Adequate financing is essential for suc-

cessful R&D policies.  Arab countries cannot

hope to catch up with the developed world, or

even to compete with many countries in the

developing world, without a substantial in-

crease in R&D spending.  Arab governments

should seek to increase gradually the share of

R&D in GDP from the current meagre 0.5 per

cent to 1 per cent, 1.5 per cent and eventually

2 per cent within the next decade. Otherwise,

they will be in danger of falling technologically

further and further behind the developed

countries.

While governments can encourage greater

private R&D spending by significantly reduc-

ing duties, tariffs and taxes on activities di-
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rectly or indirectly relating to R&D, public

funding will likely be the main source of sup-

port for R&D for a long period to come.

Nevertheless, the private sector needs to be-

come aware that its contribution to R&D

spending is in its own best interest as a key

source of improvement of its output to meet

the standards set by global markets and of

adaptation to constantly evolving technolo-

gies.  In addition, technology-based expansion

of private firms into competitive global mar-

kets would strengthen Arab private sectors by

encouraging the employment of highly quali-

fied professionals, increasing efficiency and

promoting further technological change.

Government agencies and regulatory

frameworks can also play a major role in mar-

shalling the region’s resources towards the de-

velopment of local, national and regional

research agendas. Specialization through com-

petency centres will need to be promoted on a

regional level to ensure optimal capital use (for

example, an Egyptian focus on information

technologies and agricultural genetics, and a

Saudi Arabian focus on materials sciences and

plastics). At the same time, Arab countries

stand to gain much from pooling some of their

financial and human resources.  An Arab sci-

ence foundation should be created with the

objective of attracting funds and channelling

them to high-level common Arab research

projects. Finally, government agencies can

spur technological development through di-

rect sponsorship.  For example, more than 45

per cent of all R&D efforts in the United States

over the last 20 years have been funded di-

rectly by government agencies.  The European

Union has followed a similar model and has

established several continent-wide initiatives

in strategic areas of R&D.  Expenditure on

R&D as a percentage of GDP in the devel-

oped world has exceeded the amounts spent

within the Arab region more than sevenfold.

MOBILIZING ARAB MINDS ABROAD

Arab societies lose valuable human resources

through the emigration of highly qualified cit-

izens—estimated to number about one million

working in countries of the Organisation for

Economic Co-operation and Development by

the end of the twentieth century (Zahlan, in

Arabic, 1999).  Moreover, it now appears, in

contrast to previous estimates, that the Arab

brain drain intensified in the fourth quarter of

that century.  This phenomenon could be ad-

dressed by a two-pronged approach.

First, the brain drain could be turned into

a brain gain if Arab governments, instead of

focusing on repatriation efforts, were to ac-

tively engage highly qualified expatriate Arabs

in domestic R&D programmes through

knowledge transfer and liaison work with re-

gional R&D institutions. Measures to maxi-

mize the brain gain for countries of origin

might include:  

• reinforcing links with highly qualified

Arabs working abroad by building systematic

rosters, setting up efficient channels of com-

munication, providing facilities for visits to

Arab countries, and supporting Arab culture

in expatriates’ countries of residence;

• accessing the knowledge of highly quali-

fied expatriates through consultations and

temporary work assignments.  ICT-based net-

works offer innovative approaches to the rapid

transfer of geographically distributed knowl-

edge and expertise;

• direct support by Arab countries to associ-

ations of highly qualified Arabs abroad.

Second, as discussed in the previous sec-

tion, Arab countries could also work to

counter the brain drain by creating better in-

centives at home for qualified scientists.  This

would entail enhancing their social stature and

offering them rewarding careers in profes-

sional and financial terms.  Historical experi-

ence shows that both trends take root in

societies undergoing a renaissance involving

more effective use of human capabilities. Thus

human development considerations and coun-

tering the brain drain can be mutually rein-

forcing.

PRIORITIZING AN R&D AGENDA FOR THE

ARAB REGION

Arab countries cannot be active across the en-

tire spectrum of R&D.  Their financial and

human capabilities are modest, and their re-

search output does not exceed one per cent of

the world's total.  They can, however, make

significant contributions if they concentrate

The brain drain could
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qualified expatriate

Arabs in domestic

R&D programmes.
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their efforts on a prioritized core agenda of ac-

tivities that maximizes the benefits to their so-

cieties. While a specific list of such activities

cannot be determined a priori, some general

prioritizing principles can be defined, as fol-

lows:

• Build a small number of specialized cen-

tres of excellence. The model here is that of

the development of highly focused centres of

competence that have dramatically surpassed

others comparable in both scientific and com-

mercial excellence. These include Silicon

Valley, United States, in computer hardware

and applications; Murano, Italy, in shaping,

colouring and forming glass; Seoul, Republic

of Korea, in micro-mill development for steel

and its alloys; Bangalore, India, in software en-

gineering and development; and Switzerland,

in its focus on miniature mechanical structures

(including watches, sensors and sophisticated

automotive components).

• Focus on fields in which distinctive capa-

bilities exist. Arab countries should focus on

fields in which they are capable of reaching

world-class scientific standards, in which they

already have experience, and which are critical

for their economies, such as water desalina-

tion, solar energy, petrochemical and phos-

phate industries, computer software, data

processing and genetic biology.  Arab coun-

tries have reliable accomplishments in these

fields—for example, water desalination in the

Gulf States, computer programming in Egypt

and Jordan, the phosphate industry in

Morocco and Tunisia, or the petrochemical in-

dustry in Saudi Arabia.  Building on experi-

ences, cumulative knowledge and tested

practices is an essential foundation for an ef-

fective R&D system.

• Promote global competitiveness. Reduced

tariffs brought on by WTO will significantly

reduce the economic protection of many local

industries.  Thus, superior products and ser-

vices on a global rather than a regional, na-

tional or local scale will increasingly drive

effective competition.  The market for R&D

efforts in the Arab region should go beyond

the regional context and be evaluated in the

context of global competitiveness.

• Focus on human-resource-intensive rather

than capital-intensive R&D. The region’s

competitive advantage lies primarily in the

availability of high-quality human resources.

Conversely, the region is lacking in access to

cheap capital, primarily as a result of a poor

property-rights regime.  This situation re-

quires an increased focus on R&D endeavours

that require limited capital outlay but signifi-

cant brainpower.  These are the so-called

"knowledge sciences". The most obvious can-

didate is information technology, but other

fundamental research subjects such as mathe-

matics, theoretical and device physics, and

economics can also be pursued with limited

capital.

• Learn from the global R&D community.

Various other government and regional insti-

tutions are engaged in extensive R&D promo-

tion.  Significant lessons can be learned from

these institutions, e.g., Europe’s Esprit pro-

gramme, the Defense Advanced Research

Projects Agency (DARPA) in the United

States, and the United Nations International

Telecommunication Union (ITU).  Arab insti-

There is a quiet revolution occurring in

the midst of the welfare state. The source

of its economic wealth is shifting from

physical capital to human intelligence

augmented with ICT. This reverses im-

portant relationships. In the past, labour

was ineffective without sophisticated

physical capital. In future, physical capital

will be ineffective without sophisticated

labour and, labour market and migration

laws permitting, labour, especially edu-

cated and skilled labour, will be able to

walk out on capital at any time. States and

communities will have to compete for

highly educated and skilled workers. This

will reverse another relationship, that be-

tween the state and a large share of its cit-

izens. Reluctant public handouts from the

welfare state may no longer suffice to  per-

suade people to settle down, pay taxes

and raise families in a given country or re-

gion. The world may be shifting from the

handout-based reality of the welfare state

to the rights-based reality of the liveable

state.

The liveable state will have to accom-

modate the values and interests of highly

educated and skilled workers. It is likely

to pursue a higher quality of life.  The

state will be characterized by low infla-

tion; effective financial systems; easily ac-

cessible, competitive local markets

attached to global markets; low transac-

tion costs for businesses; and indepen-

dent, efficient judiciaries that protect the

rule of law, including private-property

rights and sanctity of contracts. Systems

for the creation and adoption of technol-

ogy, for the free exchange of ideas and

knowledge also fit in this mix. Highly ed-

ucated and skilled workers are likely to

favour human rights and freedoms pro-

tected by the rule of law and to demand

open access to the public sphere, political

participation and a public expenditure

programme that efficiently buys the pub-

lic goods that they want. Strong public

opinion will bestow legitimacy only on ad-

ministrations that are service-oriented, re-

sponsive, efficient, transparent and

accountable. Facilities for affordable ac-

cess to health care, lifelong education and

ICT may become a standard. So may tol-

erance, peaceful coexistence, social cohe-

sion and a clean environment.

The importance that liveable states

attach to human solidarity will determine

the scope and breadth of the social safety

net. Therefore, while equality of opportu-

nities is bound to increase with education

and the prevalence of ICT, equality of

outcomes is likely to continue to remain

an open question. 

BOX 5.3

Knowledge determines the wealth of nations and defines the

liveable state in the age of globalization.

J. Szeremeta

The market for R&D

efforts in the Arab

world... should be

evaluated in the

context of global

competitiveness.
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tutions must engage these and other interna-

tional entities and seek to contribute to and

excel in them. 

The second half of this chapter focuses on

a topic intimately connected with R&D/S&T

systems:  information and communication

technology (ICT). 

ICT AND THE DIGITAL DIVIDE 

ASPECTS OF THE DIGITAL DIVIDE:
INFORMATION, KNOWLEDGE, TECHNOLOGY

Information and communication technology

(ICT), a product of R&D and an increasingly

important factor in the knowledge economy of

the twenty-first century, can be both a unify-

ing and a divisive force.  Its divisive aspect has

come to be known as the "digital divide",

which refers to the differences between those

who have digital access to knowledge and

those who lack it.  The term, coined in the

United States, is based on statistical surveys

that relate the possession of ICT resources by

individuals, schools and libraries to variables

such as income level, age, ethnicity, education,

gender and rural-urban residence.  The incep-

tion of the term in the United States had an

impact on its definition, measurement and en-

suing recommendations.  The concept is now

widely used in comparisons involving various

countries, provinces, groups and regions.

Reactions vary concerning the digital di-

vide.  In the final analysis, its existence is un-

deniable, but it is not an entirely technological

issue.  Technology has always been, and will

continue to be, a social product.  ICT is em-

phatic testimony to this fact.  Inasmuch as the

digital divide calls for technological solutions,

it calls for societal innovation, or post-techno-

logical innovation, so to speak (box 5.5).  The

digital divide is thus linked to the whole cycle

of knowledge acquisition.

Clearly, there is a basic difference between

information and knowledge.  Information,

even in abundance, does not add up to knowl-

edge.  Historically, the world complained

about too little information; today, the com-

plaint is about over-information, or informa-

tion overload, which presents problems of its

own. The tremendous amount of information

available on the Internet is overwhelming un-

less it is organized, sifted and filtered through

the use of appropriate tools to extract con-

cepts and knowledge that are useful in prob-

lem-solving.1 Moreover, valuable knowledge

is still surrounded by a host of technical, legal

and administrative barriers.

True knowledge is what empowers people

to cope with a fast-changing, complicated

world.  It is knowledge about life, and knowl-

edge as a way of life.  Therefore, the concept of

knowledge should go beyond scientific knowl-

edge and embrace the full triad of knowledge

about science, humanities and art.  Indeed, the

latest cultural trend in the information indus-

try is to promote the latter two types of knowl-

edge.  This is a matter that should be taken

into account in developing Arab human re-

sources, as must a parallel issue:  knowledge

for whom?

This having been said, to understand the

various aspects of the digital divide, the phe-

nomenon should be discussed along two axes

(figure 5.1).

The horizontal axis represents the full

cycle of knowledge acquisition, which consists

of five stages:  accessing information, organiz-

ing information, extracting knowledge, apply-

ing knowledge and generating new

knowledge. The vertical axis represents the

components of the information industry:  the

content, processing and distribution of infor-

mation.  Of these three, content is the most

important.

The common definition of the digital di-

vide, and of ways to close it, focuses on the

shaded area indicated by (1) in the figure.

However, the focus of attention should be

shifted to the shaded area designated by (2).  A

change in the perception of the digital divide is

essential because it affects the choice of infra-

structure and the way in which required

human resources are developed. 

Many studies have been carried out on the

reasons for the hampered flow of knowledge

in Arab countries.  At this point, a key factor

to grasp is that knowledge in the age of infor-

mation is closely related to, and dependent on,

1 A good example is that all the data relevant to the human genome project are published on the Internet. However, there is a huge gap between

the availability of this mass of biological data and the extraction of knowledge from it in order to discover the causes of a certain disease and create

new medications.

Technology has

always been, and will

continue to be, a

social product.  

A change in the

perception of the

digital divide is

essential because it

affects the choice of

infrastructure and the

way in which required

human resources are

developed. 
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technology.  In other words, the functions of

generating and using information are depen-

dent on the prevalent state of technology.

Hence, technological limitations may mean

that state-run Arab R&D institutions may not

be able to play their full role in generating

knowledge.  Meanwhile, the manufacturing

and services sectors in Arab countries still lack

the technological maturity and the R&D de-

partments that are capable of generating new

knowledge.

Despite these impediments, several posi-

tive factors could result in the doubling of the

ability of Arab countries to generate new

knowledge in the information age:

• Information, by its very nature, is renew-

able.  ICT will accelerate the rate of this re-

newal, thus increasing the opportunity for

Arab countries to catch up in the course of the

advancement of knowledge.

• The products of information are closely re-

lated to the market.  This gives workers a

growing role in designing, developing, select-

ing and marketing these products.  Therefore,

many local innovators will have the chance to

contribute to the process of technological de-

velopment.

• Modern information techniques have un-

derlined the importance of the humanities, a

discipline in search of a new methodology that

transcends that of natural sciences. Arab sci-

entists have a chance to take part in bringing

about this shift in knowledge because the hu-

manities are actually expected to inspire nat-

ural sciences in terms of future methodology

(Ali, N., 2001:20). 

THE DIGITAL DIVIDE BETWEEN THE ARAB

REGION AND OTHER DEVELOPING REGIONS

Numerous studies have examined the digital

divide between various parts of the world,

measuring it through a barrage of statistical in-

dices, including the number of stationary tele-

phone lines, personal computers (PCs), web

sites and Internet users and their ratio to the

total population.  As expected, the Arab world

ranks low on some of these indicators.  For ex-

ample, Arabs represent 5 per cent of the world

population but only 0.5 per cent of Internet

users (Dewachi, 2000). 

Figure 5.2 provides graphic comparisons

Social innovation, with regard to techno-

logical application, is a matter of finding

solutions that are creative, different from

those in current use, and even heading in

the opposite direction from common ICT

practice in advanced countries.  For ex-

ample:

• From the Internet to the mass media,

not the reverse.  The Internet is being

used extensively as a form of mass media.

The common practice is for the content of

the mass media (press, radio, television)

to be placed on the Internet, but the op-

posite is also possible.  The Sri Lankan

radio station has been successfully taking

information from the Internet and broad-

casting it to its listeners, for example.  A

specialized team in the radio station scans

the Internet on behalf of the local popula-

tion, looking for information that may be

of interest to them.  The station receives

questions from the public on any topic

and airs the answers after conducting an

Internet search.  The local radio service

has thus brought the Worldwide Web

home to people who cannot explore

Internet sites themselves.  This successful

experiment has attracted much attention

from development organizations and in-

ternational forums.

• The cyber café as a centre for added

intelligence, not for entertainment and e-

mail.  Cyber cafés are usually used for dis-

tance correspondence, chatting or

electronic games.  The Republic of Korea

has succeeded in spreading the use of the

Internet by establishing a great number

(20,000) of Internet cafés.  Most of these

cafés focus on the use of the Internet for

recreational purposes and as a means of

escaping social traditions concerning rela-

tions between the sexes.  These cafés

could be used as added intelligence cen-

tres, providing information services to

local individuals and institutions.  The

personnel of the cyber cafés could look

for the information on behalf of their cus-

tomers, sift through the load of informa-

tion, and summarize the results.  These

cafés could then be linked together and

with popular cultural centres, youth clubs

and local government decision-making

centres in order to promote communica-

tion and transparency.  Such cafés could

thus become a popular nucleus for elec-

tronic government.

• Arabic language-processing systems as

a model for processing the English lan-

guage.  The systems designed to process

the English language electronically domi-

nate the methods of processing other

human languages.  These systems have

proven ineffective when used for Arabic

for a simple reason:  the computation of

the Arabic language, compared with

English, is much more complicated on

each level of the language matrix:  the let-

ter, word, phrase, and text.  Arabization

efforts were at first confined to incorpo-

rating Arabic into systems designed for

English.  This is an illogical approach be-

cause it aims to incorporate the compli-

cated into the simple.  It prompted some

Arab researchers to design a computer-

ized model using the Arabic language as a

superset, supplanting English.  It has

been proved that this model can be easily

adjusted to handle English.  This is a rare

opportunity to apply advanced technol-

ogy and artificial intelligence in the com-

putation of the Arabic language in a

manner that can be applied to other lan-

guages.

BOX 5.4

Social innovation:  going against the grain

½
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between Arab countries and other parts of the

developing world.  The Arab region does not

score too badly with respect to telephone lines

and personal computers per thousand people,

but it ranks last with respect to web sites and

Internet users, the two indices that are more

relevant to the level of information develop-

ment and representative of society’s involve-

ment in ICT.

How the factors involved in the develop-

ment of informatics interact and their weight

in either expanding the digital divide or nar-

rowing it are region-specific.  This is true not

only in the developing world but also in more

advanced regions.  For example, despite the

similarities between the United States and

European Union countries, many in Europe

objected to the evolution of the European

Union into an information society along the

lines of the United States model (Bangemann,

1994).  The latter is based on the establish-

ment of a network of information superhigh-

ways, with priority given to technological and

economic aspects while cultural and social

ones are ignored.  If Europeans have such con-

cerns, what approach should be taken by the

Arab region, where economic, social, and cul-

tural disparities are much more pronounced?

Current Arab policies for the most part have

adopted a model based on copying and imita-

tion.  However, Arab countries need a differ-

ent model to take them into the information

society.  The pressures of catching up with the

information bandwagon should not eclipse the

fact that Arab countries need an innovative vi-

sion that fits their special circumstances.

Some of the reasons for the wide digital di-

vide separating Arab countries from the ad-

vanced world include the following:

• ICT, by its nature, is highly susceptible to

monopoly and merger because of the means of

central control it provides, together with the

easy manoeuvring of symbolic assets and the

easy flow of the products of informatics that it

offers. 

• Transition to the knowledge economy has

reinforced the role of profits in the knowl-

edge-production process, leading, in turn, to a

rise in the cost of obtaining information re-

sources.

• Building infrastructure for the information

superhighways is costly.

• A growing brain drain, both actual (emi-

gration) and virtual (through the Internet), is

depriving the Arab world of its top ICT spe-

cialists, who are being aggressively sought by

foreign companies.  This situation, if allowed

to continue, could lead to the exclusion of

Arab countries from the field of R&D.

• The fast pace of change in ICT increases

the important of technological planning.

However, could lead to technocrats taking

control of strategic development decisions.

These technocrats often ignore the social and

cultural aspects of ICT planning.  Very few

Arab experts combine ICT knowledge with

awareness of its social and cultural 

implications.

• A situation is evolving with ICT that is

reminiscent of the severe imbalance in the dis-

tribution of wavebands between advanced and

developing countries with regard to telecom-

munications.  Cyberspace is becoming a

crowded place and powerful players are taking

up much of the room, with their web sites

dominating most regions, cities, and groups.

Despite all the impediments that have led

to the widening of the digital divide between

Source:  Development Indicators, World Development Report, World Bank, 2001.
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Arab countries and the advanced world, there

is one factor that should be exploited to the ut-

most:  the ongoing cultural and social orienta-

tion of the information industry.  This is

particularly true with regard to the Arabic lan-

guage.

THE DIGITAL DIVIDE AMONG ARAB

COUNTRIES

Figure 5.3 presents indicators of the digital di-

vide in Arab countries according to the coun-

tries’ HDI rankings.  It shows extreme

disparities among Arab countries regarding in-

formatics.  There is a strong correlation be-

tween the digital divide and the level of HDI if

the three categories of the latter (high,

medium, low) are considered. However, the

correlation becomes weaker within each cate-

gory because the variables affecting human de-

velopment differ from those affecting

informatics.

Aside from economic factors, the main

reasons for the digital divide among Arab

countries are:

• absence of national information policies;

• weakness of the role of Arab League agen-

cies and other regional organizations;

• lack of interest of Arab financial institu-

tions in information projects, where feasibility

studies are normally undertaken on a purely

economic basis without taking societal returns

into account;

• the required considerable increase in edu-

cation budgets, particularly after the expan-

sion of ICT use in education. 

Success in closing the digital divide within

the region will be critical for success in nar-

rowing the divide between Arab countries and

the rest of the world. This suggests that coun-

tries might consider forming an Arab informa-

tion bloc.

THE DIGITAL DIVIDE WITHIN EACH

COUNTRY

There are no studies or statistics that address

the various aspects of the digital divide within

individual Arab countries.  Given the interplay

of social and technological factors, however,

such a divide certainly exists. The impact of

social factors on ICT will vary from country to

country, but education levels and age compo-

sition of the population are likely to be central

determinants of the digital divide. Other fac-

tors significantly influencing the digital divide

within countries include:

• language.  Most of the information cur-

rently on the Internet is in English, a language

that most of the population do not know well;

• absence of remedial education and reha-

bilitative adult-education programmes;

• cultural aspects, particularly with respect

to gender.  It is still common in many Arab

countries to limit women’s employment to cer-

tain areas despite the fact that ICT and the

Internet, on the whole, provide opportunities

for Arab women by giving them access to

work from home. 

The influence of language deserves special

attention. 

The linguistic divide

Language plays a crucial role in the informa-

tion society.  It is central to culture and culture

is central to the information society.  Language

has a particularly key role in certain ICT areas,

especially with regard to artificial intelligence.

More generally, language is a recurring topic

in the debate over globalization, especially

now that the Internet has made its political,

cultural and economic importance universally

clear.  Concern over the future of linguistic di-

versity in the information age is evident from

the currency of such terms as "language di-

vide", "extinction of languages", "linguistic

racism", and "language wars".  Some people

have become pessimistic enough to list lan-

guage among the victims of the information

age,2 along with other entries on the list of

victims such as cultural diversity, local values

and national sovereignty.  Conversely, some

see in the Internet a chance to revive lan-

guages, protect languages spoken by minori-

ties, stimulate linguistic communication across

cultures and promote language creativity and

the arts related to it.

Linguistically, the world of ICT is at a wa-

tershed. It can maintain linguistic diversity, a

choice that entails difficult communication

and hinders the flow of information and

knowledge, or it can turn to a standard unified

language, most likely English.  The Director-

General of UNESCO has described this latter
2 A book was recently published entitled The Death of Language.

Linguistically, the

world of ICT is at a

watershed. 
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possibility as a great catastrophe.  Arabic,

meanwhile, has its own watershed.  It can be-

come a means for Arab countries to catch up

with the information train, or it can lead to a

wider linguistic divide between the Arabs and

the rest of the world at various levels, includ-

ing linguistic studies, lexicology, language ed-

ucation, the professional use of language, the

documentation of language and language

computation.

MAIN FEATURES OF THE CURRENT ARAB

INFORMATION ENVIRONMENT

Policies, legislation and organization

The absence of national information policies.

All Arab countries lack information policies

that delineate targets and priorities, coordi-

nate the various sectors and formulate strate-

gic alternatives with regard to the creation of

infrastructure and the development of human

and information resources.  The organiza-

tional and legislative frameworks for produc-

tion and services institutions in various fields

of information and communication are also

lacking. Nevertheless, over the past few years,

political leaderships in Egypt, Jordan, the

Syrian Arab Republic and the United Arab

Emirates have shown interest in the informa-

tion industry.  This has led to the formulation

of national plans to promote infrastructure,

encourage foreign and local investment, pro-

vide Internet services to schools, and establish

free zones for ICT technology, such as the

Dubai Internet City (box 5.5), the Smart

Village in Egypt and the Silicon Hills in

Jordan.

The absence of a pan-Arab information

policy. In view of the absence of national in-

formation policies, the absence of a pan-Arab

information policy is hardly surprising.  Arab

attempts at integration in the field of informa-

tion have been confined to the sectoral level.

A series of strategies has been designed by the

Arab League Educational, Cultural and

Scientific Organization, an organization that

has paid particular attention to informatics re-

lating to education, culture and the media.

However, these efforts have never found their

way into national policies relating to informa-

tion, culture, media and education.  In most

Arab countries, these sectors are mainly mo-

nopolized by governments, and the political

sensitivity assigned to them hinders Arab co-

ordination in the field of informatics.

As a result of the absence of a strong, ef-

fective policy at the national and regional

level, the field of informatics in Arab countries

suffers from the following impediments:

• prevalence of an isolationist sectoral out-

look and the absence of coordination between

sectors.  This sectoral outlook conflicts with

the current tendency to merge the informa-

tion, media and culture sectors;

• uncoordinated procurement of communi-

cation systems, which impedes the unification

and linking of Arab countries.  Incompatible

mobile phone systems, to give one example,

mean that users may not be able to use their

phone sets in the roaming mode.  Recently, the

need to coordinate decisions concerning the

procurement of communication systems be-

came all too evident; now such coordination

seems likely once the old, incompatible sys-

tems have been phased out.

Restructuring of the telecommunications sector

Since 1995, most Arab countries have been re-

structuring their telecommunications sectors,

substantially motivated by the introduction of

mobile phones and Internet services. The re-

structuring is usually implemented in three

phases:  corporatizing state-run communica-

tions agencies; privatizing the agencies; and

deregulating the sector and allowing free com-

petition.  Despite these efforts, restructuring is

slow and a monopolistic, or semi-monopolis-

tic, pattern still dominates the area of conven-

½ ¹ ¾ ¾
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tional telecommunications (figure 5.4).

Restructuring is taking place in the ab-

sence of both an economic model for the

telecommunications corporate sector and a

clear division of labour between various types

of ownership (state, public, cooperative, pri-

vate).  Countries will need to guard against the

risk that restructuring could permit the emer-

gence of the untrammelled profit motive and

the potential for monopoly to undercut the

provision of affordable and equitable service.

More generally, rapid changes in ICT re-

quire prompt legislative action, something for

which few Arab legislatures are equipped.

This has led to the appearance of an organiza-

tional or legislative gap whose problematic na-

ture is compounded by the fact that those who

are in charge of legislation and organization

lack knowledge of the technical aspects of ICT

and must rely on the help of technical special-

ists, who tend to make recommendations on

purely technological and economic grounds

without taking into account the social and cul-

tural aspects of informatics.  Also, legislative

efforts to date have focused on the telecom-

munications sector, with little attention to leg-

islative questions relating to the convergence

of telecommunications, information and con-

tent. 

The element of content

Content is the most important component of

the information industry, but Arab policy-

makers have not yet taken this fact to heart; as

just noted, their focus is mainly on telecom-

munications infrastructure.  Some studies

have already pointed to the poor use of infor-

mation resources in decision-making.

Meanwhile, the meagre use of scientific and

technological information has been linked to

the low level of R&D activities in general.

Even when questions of content are broached,

its quality and sources are not linked to cul-

tural trends in the information industry, nor is

the distinction made between the type of con-

tent relevant to the information industry and

that needed in decision-making and R&D. 

The position of Arab countries is also un-

satisfactory with respect to cultural heritage

and creativity.  In the case of heritage, Arab

countries lack the means of controlling their

old and new information assets, including

scripts, documents, films, voice and video

recordings, music and songs.  Most of these re-

sources have not been digitized.  As for new

creative content, Arab countries suffer a seri-

ous shortage in its production.  The rate of

film production has dropped from hundreds

to scores.  Most of the material transmitted on

Arab TV channels is imported. Similarly, Arab

news agencies with some recent exceptions,

import most of their reports from the four

major news agencies, almost becoming sub-

agencies.  There are no reliable figures on the

production of books, but many indicators sug-

gest a severe shortage of writing; a large share

of the market consists of religious books and

educational publications that are limited in

their creative content. 

The figures for translated books are also

discouraging.  The Arab world translates

about 330 books annually, one fifth of the

number that Greece translates.  The cumula-

tive total of translated books since the Caliph

Maa’moun’s time (the ninth century) is about

100,000, almost the average that Spain trans-

lates in one year (Galal, S., 1999).  Meanwhile,

there are some encouraging initiatives involv-

ing the publication of the content of Arab

magazines and newspapers on the Internet

and their distribution on CD-ROMs.

Dubai announced plans to set up its

Internet City in October 1999.  Less than

a year later, the city was ready to host

local, regional and international ICT

companies.

The Dubai Internet City has gained a rep-

utation, among Arab information free

zones, for its advantages in terms of:

• availability of quality infrastructure.

The Emirate of Dubai seeks to establish a

sophisticated communication network

covering all of Dubai:  the schools, homes,

shops, offices, hotels and restaurants;

• support given to the project at the

highest political levels;

• success in attracting leading interna-

tional companies to set up regional offices

there;

• location in one of the regions most

known for its use of ICT (figure5.3):  the

United Arab Emirates, Bahrain and

Qatar;

• linkages with the Media City and the

Wahat al-Fikr (oasis of the intellect) pro-

ject in other cultural areas.  This strategy

is linked with the trend to merge informa-

tion and media on the one hand, and ICT

and culture on the other;

• assignment of the management of

Dubai Internet City to a group of young

people of the Emirate of Dubai who have

superb qualifications as well as experi-

ence in ICT and business administration;

• presence of the annual GITEX fair in

Dubai, indisputably the most important

Arab event in ICT;

• provision of services that go beyond

infrastructure to include R&D in the field

of informatics.  The City is planning to set

up several units for R&D in advanced

fields of informatics;

• its character as a microcosm of global-

ization:  a mosaic of nationalities, lan-

guages, values, products and services.

BOX 5.5

The Dubai Internet City

Content is the most

important component

of the information

industry, but Arab

policy-makers have

not yet taken this fact

to heart.
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However, if Arab states have been reluc-

tantly ceding their monopoly over the

telecommunications sector, they are still cling-

ing to their monopoly over the content of in-

formation.  Efforts to introduce elements of

electronic government (Dubai, Jordan) are

usually confined to administrative affairs and

the provision of government services to the

public.  There are no attempts to use the

Internet as a means of achieving a higher level

of political transparency or enhancing democ-

ratic performance.  The Internet has not yet

been used as a way to transcend the official

media and serve all social classes.

Using ICT in education and training

Egypt, Jordan, Saudi Arabia and the United

Arab Emirates have formulated ambitious

plans to introduce computers at various stages

of education.  There are additional plans to in-

troduce Internet services in a communications

laboratory in each school.  These plans face

several obstacles, however, including insuffi-

cient training of teachers; a severe shortage of

educational software in Arabic; inability of

curricula to cope with the diversity of educa-

tion and learning methods (distance learning,

learning through participation, collaborative

learning); and inability of school administra-

tions to manage modern educational technol-

ogy.

On the other hand, the existence of several

government and non-governmental centres for

ICT that have proved their competence means

that these obstacles to using ICT in educa-

tional contexts could in principle be overcome

without resorting to foreign expertise for the

use of ICT in education.

There are no real opportunities for using

ICT to train adults in the workplace.  Most

Arab workplaces lack a technological environ-

ment conducive to ICT training.  The lan-

guage barrier is also a deterrent for the great

majority since learning and training via the

Internet require some knowledge of English.

Software development for ICT 

It is customary to classify software on two lev-

els:  operating and productivity-enhancing

software and application software.

Operational and productivity-enhancing soft-

ware include operating systems governing the

operation of the computer, data networks,

programming languages and productivity-en-

hancing programmes, such as word processing

and databases.  Successful attempts have been

made to Arabize the operating and word-pro-

cessing systems, but these efforts were termi-

nated owing to fierce competition by

transnational companies and the absence of

standardization.  It is now hard for the Arab

world to compete in this field.

Numerous studies have indicated the im-

portance of work on the computation of

Arabic and the Arabization of ICT.  One re-

cent study by the Economic and Social

Commission for Western Asia (ESCWA) ex-

amined the importance of Arabization, its

prospects, priorities and relation to the knowl-

edge economy.  Several Arab countries have

established specialized ICT centres and insti-

tutes, including the Electronics Research

Centre, affiliated with the National Research

Centre in Egypt, founded in 1963; the

Regional Institute for Communication and

Information Studies in Tunisia, founded in

1986; and the Higher Institute for Applied

Sciences and Technology, affiliated with the

Syrian National Research Centre.

These centres have made significant con-

tributions to the computation of written and

voiced Arabic language, electronic translation,

educational software, multimedia, encryption,

security systems and the design of national in-

formation networks and geographic and ad-

ministrative information systems.  The

Source:  ITU, Regional Office for Arab States, October 2000. 

The Internet has not

yet been used as a

way to transcend the

official media and

serve all social

classes.
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Egyptian Centre has carried out several stud-

ies in microelectronics and robotics.

However, these centres have not succeeded in

establishing a joint research programme, shar-

ing resources, or coordinating research pro-

grammes to avoid duplication despite all the

opportunities the Internet provides in this re-

spect.  Very few attempts have been made to

use the opportunities for cooperation pre-

sented by international cooperation agree-

ments.

Application software includes educa-

tional, administrative and financial software,

information services and databases.  A consid-

erable number of companies specialize in mul-

timedia and electronic publishing; these are

mostly software development companies and a

few educational and media publishing houses.

One of the most popular application pro-

grammes relates to religious heritage, reflect-

ing the importance of the cultural factor.

Information services in the Arab world are

rather modest, owing to the lack of resources

and personnel and weak demand.

PROMOTING ACCESS TO ICT

The acquisition, (including extraction and col-

lection), manipulation, analysis and dissemina-

tion of information will powerfully drive

economic prosperity in Arab countries as else-

where within the coming decades.  The world

economy is increasingly based on information-

intensive services that yield higher value added

than traditional manufacturing enterprises.

However, it is critical that the indispensable

tools of information technology--the computer

terminal, associated software and the Internet-

-be accessible to as wide a variety of individu-

als within Arab society as possible. Through

free-form participation, these tools can engage

the minds of many budding scientists and re-

searchers throughout the region not only in

the field of information technology but in all

fields of research.  ICT is by far the most im-

portant enabler and equalizer of technology

access available today.

Many users in the Arab world today com-

plain of the shortage of Arab content and in-

formation resources on the Internet.

Remedying this situation would have many

benefits, including helping to build an in-

creased sense of community and participation

on-line, through, e.g., content embodying

symbolic heritage, including texts, music,

films and databases, as well as new creations

by writers, thinkers, artists, and composers.

Some would suggest increased Internet expen-

diture, control and direction from institutional

and government entities to ensure that cultur-

ally relevant content is produced, as a way of

helping to avert a cultural onslaught from

abroad.  Such initiatives should be largely un-

necessary:  increased accessibility of, and par-

ticipation in, the medium will naturally enrich

the Internet with Arab information and cul-

ture. The more Arab journalists, writers,

poets, engineers, scientists, doctors and

philosophers are introduced to the medium,

the more such people will publish their own

content, making cyberspace a richer place for

Arab and non-Arab users alike.  However, get-

ting the most value from this upsurge of infor-

mation will require enabling commercial and

regulatory frameworks.  The potential value is

great and the economic rewards are signifi-

cant, as shown in table 5.2.

Current barriers to access

The position of the Arab region vis-à-vis ICT

is characterized by several features prevailing

in other parts of the developing world, includ-

ing: 

• a marked concentration of ICT in a few

countries;

• access patterns that coincide with social

divides, i.e., wealth, education, age, gender

and urbanization; 

• large deficits in connectivity, capability

and content;

• weak linkages in infrastructure and a mis-

match between ICT and the production sys-

tem.

However, Arab countries face some addi-

tional problems, including:

• the increasing importance of the linguistic

dimension in ICT, especially after the spread

of the Internet;

• the culture surrounding the use of infor-

mation in general.  In some countries, the ben-

efits of an open information culture of direct

exchanges among citizens, between citizens

and government, and internationally have not

yet reached a critical mass;

(ICT) access patterns

coincide with social

divides, i.e., wealth,

education, age,

gender and

urbanization.
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• e-government, e-commerce and decision

support systems are either non-existent or in

their infancy.

MAKING ICT AVAILABLE TO ALL

Policies and organization. The Arab world

needs an effective information policy.  This

policy should:

• have a multisectoral outlook.  In particu-

lar, it should be sensitive to the increasing ten-

dency to merge the sectors of communication,

media and information;

• acknowledge the importance of the inte-

gration of Arab information in Arabic, espe-

cially with regard to the sharing of resources;

• emphasize that ICT is a tool for communi-

cating knowledge and take into account that

the computation of the Arabic language is a

basic starting point for this approach;

• acknowledge the role of content in its

broad sense;

• give priority to the use of ICT in educa-

tion, training and public health as well as to

the creation of a viable infrastructure for an

Arab cultural industry.

Strategic planning agencies should be cre-

ated for information development.  These

agencies should have units specialized in mon-

itoring the technological development of ICT

and evaluating technological programmes,

products and producers.  This should be cou-

pled with the training of specialists in societal

adaptation policies relevant to ICT.

Telecommunications infrastructure.

Policies for the restructuring of the telecom-

munications sector need to guarantee deregu-

lation and open up competition to encourage

local and foreign investors to contribute to in-

frastructure development.  At the same time, a

measure of government regulation should be

maintained to guarantee a minimum level of

public telecommunications services for people

with limited income and those residing in rural

and distant areas. In addition: 

• Innovative alternatives should be explored

with the aim of reducing the cost of building

infrastructure.  For example, it is possible to

establish a multi-tiered telecommunications

system (with regard to speed) while maintain-

ing connectivity and compatibility among sys-

tem levels. It is also possible to create

inexpensive and quick-to-build wireless com-

munications or wireless local loops (LLPs) for

local use.

• Specialists in departments of planning and

organization should be trained in matters con-

cerning the restructuring of the telecommuni-

cations sector and in examining various

economic models for privatizing and liberaliz-

ing it. 

• Arab countries should coordinate their

telecommunications systems in order to guar-

antee their compatibility and connectivity.

• Telecommunications service charges

should be adjusted to ensure access regardless

of financial ability.

A spirit of participation. Participation in,

and a sense of societal responsibility for, the

process of information development and pol-

icy, planning, implementation and follow-up

should be developed.  This requires a clear de-

finition of goals and full commitment by the

political leadership and the government.

NGOs should be encouraged and trained to

use the Internet in polling opinions, rallying

support and coordinating positions so that

their web sites become alternative channels of

expression to State-loyal official media.  The

purpose is to empower these organizations to

become popular fact-finding bodies, able to

present their views and uncover instances of

social dysfunction, corruption and failure of

development efforts.

Development of human resources. A full

study should be made of the process of intro-

ducing computers into Arab schools in order

to identify areas of success and failure.  In par-

ticular, national plans should aim to develop

specialized personnel for training as computer

teachers.  Training in the use of ICT as an ed-

ucational tool should involve a blend of educa-

tional and methodological principles, the

theory of knowledge and technical aspects.

TABLE 5.2 

Information industry in the United States and the European Union,
1994 (in billions of dollars)

Information-industry 
sector

Content of information
Distribution of information
Processing of information
Total

Source:  UNESCO, Information Annual Report for 1998.

European Union

186  (34%)
165  (30%)
193   (36%)
544 (100%)

United States

255    (45%)
160    (28%)
151    (27%)
566   (100%)

ICT is a tool for

communicating

knowledge... the

computation of the

Arabic language is a

basic starting point.
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Efforts should be made to develop Arabic-

language software for general education, adult

training and upgrading of professional skills.

Programmes for adult training should be

linked with the actual needs of the labour mar-

ket and should be coordinated with the intro-

duction of ICT in the workplace.

The Internet should be used to the maxi-

mum extent possible in the training of women

in order to attract Arab women to participate

in the development process.  Emphasis should

be placed on the social and development sides

of communication, not simply the technical. 

The number of technological support cen-

tres should be increased.  The Egyptian expe-

rience of creating a group of such centres in

the provinces, with UNDP funding, is useful

in this regard.  The Technology Access

Communication Centre (TACC) is providing

training in electronic trade, office manage-

ment, and other skills to Egyptians with lim-

ited means, adults, and small and

medium-sized businesses.

The skills of social innovation should be

fostered.  Developers and implementers

should realize the importance of innovation in

the age of information and encourage their

personnel to adapt technology applications to

local needs.  Information awareness can be

spread through the media in a subtle approach

that links ICT with day-to-day life.

The element of content. Content should

be considered a major component in the mod-

ern information industry.  Laws should be

passed to protect national archives, including

unclassified documents produced by national

and pan-Arab institutions. Heritage assets, in-

cluding text, pictures, films, music and radio

and TV recordings, should be digitized.

Developers and users should be informed of

the available Arab sources of content and the

importance of these sources in providing at-

tractive multi-media products and services.  A

model that might inspire this effort is the

INFO2000 programme of the European

Union. 

R&D for ICT. Priority should be given to

research that addresses the ICT trends dis-

cussed earlier in this chapter and that ad-

vances the computation of the Arabic

language. A network of specialized research

institutes should be created to tackle the pro-

cessing of the Arabic language and the new

branches of ICT.  These centres could be

hosted in existing Arab research institutions.

Opportunities for cooperation with the

European Union in ICT research should be

exploited, especially with regard to automatic

translation, management of information re-

sources, and the digitalization of cultural her-

itage. 

This chapter has discussed using human

capabilities in Arab countries in order to move

towards a knowledge society, a keystone of

human development. Chapter 6 continues the

focus on the use of human capabilities in three

• No vessel is limitless, except for the vessel of

knowledge, which forever expands.

• If God were to humiliate a human being, He

would deny him knowledge

• No wealth equals the mind, no poverty equals

ignorance, no heritage equals culture, and no sup-

port is greater than advice. 

• Wisdom is the believer’s quest, to be sought

everywhere, even among the deceitful.  

• A person is worth what he excels at.  

• No wealth can profit you more than the mind,

no isolation can be more desolate than conceit, no

policy can be wiser than prudence, no generosity

can be better than decency, no heritage can be

more bountiful than culture, no guidance can be

truer than inspiration, no enterprise can be more

successful than goodness, and no honour can sur-

pass knowledge.  

• Knowledge is superior to wealth.  Knowledge

guards you, whereas you guard wealth.  Wealth de-

creases with expenditure, whereas knowledge mul-

tiplies with dissemination.  A good material deed

vanishes as the material resources behind it vanish,

whereas to knowledge we are indebted forever.

Thanks to knowledge, you command people’s re-

spect during your lifetime, and kind memory after

your death.  Knowledge rules over wealth.  Those

who treasure wealth perish while they are still alive,

whereas scholars live forever; they only disappear in

physical image, but in hearts, their memories are

enshrined.  

• Knowledge is the twin of action.  He who is

knowledgeable must act.  Knowledge calls upon ac-

tion; if answered, it will stay; otherwise, it will de-

part.  

BOX 5.6

Imam Ali bin abi Taleb: (556-619 A.D.)  knowledge and work

Source:  Ali bin abi Taleb, Nahj Al-Balagha, Interpreted by Imam Muhammad Abdu, Vol. 1, Dar-Al-Balagha, Beirut, 2nd edition, 1985.

Developers and

implementers should

realize the importance

of innovation in the

age of information.
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areas that are equally central to both the

process and the goals of the human develop-

ment effort: restoring economic growth, pro-

moting full employment, and attacking

poverty in Arab countries. 


